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Finding Balance in the Wedding Busyness
So, finally, you get to plan your big day! But soon after you start organizing everything, you will notice that the long list of to-dos and “what ifs” may keep you stressed and anxious all the time. We understand you; wedding planning is practically a full-time job! But don’t worry, you are not alone! Many couples go through such a …
Read More
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Wedding Planner’s Guide for Social Media: A match made in heaven
Social media platforms are powerful tools to use daily for your wedding planning business. With a multitude of audiences, high-quality pictures, vendors, limitless hashtags and so much more – it’s a great way to expand your brand and show off your talent. When it comes to attracting clients and promoting your business, building online relationships and engaging through posts is …
Read More
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The Perfect Ring for Your Groom
The bride isn’t the only one to get a wedding ring. In most weddings, the exchange of rings between a groom and a bride is vital. Now let’s face it, choosing the perfect ring for your groom can be hectic, yet it may be a walk in the park for the bride. There is a lot of pressure on grooms …
Read More
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The Secret to a Stress-Free Wedding Day
A wedding day is a lifetime experience and one of the most important days of your life. To achieve the perfect wedding, a lot of coordination and planning must be implemented so that nothing goes wrong. Not enough preparation and planning can also be one of your life’s most stressful and scariest days. Apart from hiring a wedding planner, some …
Read More
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Why You Want a Videographer for Your Wedding?
Today’s weddings are much more than a ceremony and reception. They’re carefully-planned experiences that leave a lasting impression on all attendees. To do this, many couples are finding innovative ways to incorporate modern elements into their wedding day. One increasingly popular element is the use of video on your big day. Whether you plan to host a small private ceremony …
Read More
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What’s The Difference Between A Venue Coordinator & A Wedding Planner?
Planning a wedding can be confusing, especially when trying to find the right person or company to help with your big day. Do you hire a venue coordinator or a wedding planner? What type of services do they provide? Many people feel they are the same, but there is a distinct difference between these two professionals. The Venue Coordinator Venue …
Read More
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How to Make Your Wedding an Exceptional Experience for Your Guests
The information cards for your wedding accompany the official invitations and contain all the necessary contents that couldn’t possibly fit on the invitation cards. Not only do they relieve your guests’ tension as they prepare for your wedding, but they also help you arrange your event more smoothly by answering all the critical concerns of the attendants. Proper and adequate …
Read More
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How to Pick the Right Reception Venue for Your Wedding
A wedding is a once-in-a-lifetime event, and you owe it to yourself to make it memorable. One of the most important things that make your wedding a great one is picking the right venue for both the wedding ceremony and the reception. This article will give you some useful tips to help you settle on the right venue for your …
Read More
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How to Start a Wedding Beauty Regimen: Step by Step
Getting married is a lot of work. Of course, there’s the dress and the venue, but there are also countless other details to consider. If you’re going to be in front of as many people as possible on your big day, you want to make sure that you look good. That means taking care of yourself and starting a wedding …
Read More
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Letting Pantone’s 2022 Color of the Year Very Peri be the Only Drama at Your Wedding
Weddings are a time for magic, and Very Peri seems tailor-made for the wedding of your dreams. As a soft periwinkle blue infused with daring violet-red undertones, Very Peri is the perfect combination of soothing and energizing. When used sparingly, Very Peri is an unforgettably bold accent. For a wedding that feels like a wonderland, feel free to fill yours …
Read More
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